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IM Resident Newsletter
Welcome Interns!
Starting Day 1 with breakfast calzones. Cannot think on an empty stomach
Resident Highlights
Jerald had a baby and still
made time to publish,
TWICE! All during a
pandemic!

Can’t separate Einstein
Residents. Daniel and
Kevin joined Sam as
Hospitalists in Abington!

Dear Interns,
Congratulations! You have made it this far, from medical school and standardized testing, to
moving to out of State and even to a different Country. The IM junior, senior and chief residents
are very excited to begin this new academic year and meet all of you. No one expects residency to
be easy, but if we count on each other and work as a team, it can be a little bit easier…and fun! So,
welcome to all of you

Upcoming Activities!
Academic Overview

1
Jeopardy!
Einstein Remains the National
Champs from 2019!
Be on the look out for tryouts!
Zurab and KLo are looking for
people to fill their shoes
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2
CALL FOR
ABSTRACTS

GUESS WHO!
We have some Einstein IM
Resident Alumni incognito on
the page.

ACP Regional Poster and
Doctor’s Dilemma Competition
Deadline is Thursday, July 30th,
at 11:59PM
Send abstract to Andrew Tiu!

First One to tell Meghan who
these TWO are gets a café
coupon!
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Perspective
To incoming interns, we
recommend looking at this
NEJM article
Letter to a Young Female
Physician
https://www.nejm.org/doi
/full/10.1056/NEJMp17020
10
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run by our night Chiefs, Ryan and Francesco! They have also
prepared an Intern Bootcamp for July 22nd. Night float and
telemetry residents attend in person. Day GMF, AR residents join via
zoom (same as MR meeting ID)

Institutional Conference
Office of Academic Affairs schedules required lectures on a myriad
of topics every THIRD Wednesday of the month. Attendance is
mandatory for the entire House-staff. This is done via Microsoft
teams, be on the look out for emails with the link

Attendance Look in the Chat Room, we will be placing a link to
check in with new innovations😊

Zoom Recordings
Morning Report (MR) Schedule (7AM)

The glass is always half full! Zoom has enabled our educational series
to reach more people. We will be recording ALL sessions and sharing
them on IMWorkspace (located on the Medicine Drive). We have
also transitioned to a “flipped classroom” style of teaching for noon
conference. Yay for Innovation

Every Monday (seniors) and Wednesday (Interns) we have prepared
reports. On Tuesday, Thursday and Friday we present interesting
cases and review a night admission. Interns Start thinking of
Prepared Topic ideas you would like to present and let the Day
Chiefs know! Meeting ID 104 775 195

Noon Conferences (12:30PM)
Every weekday we will have our Summer Lectures! Food will be
provided Tuesdays and Thursdays. Grand Rounds start on
August 5th and are every Wednesday; first PGY2’s will present
their intern research projects and later guest speakers will delve
into studies and new evidence of their specialty.

Mock Code (Sim Center)
Once a month resident (interns and seniors separately) will
attend Mock Code Sessions to sharpen their ACLS skills! This is

EINSTEIN WELLNESS COMMITTEE
Due to the increasing rates of resident burnout, we created a resident run Wellness Committee which has been going strong
for a few years now. We welcome any and all participants and are always open for ideas that can make us better. Our current
resident wellness leaders are Shivani, Katie, Christina and Beth.
It’s easy to get bogged down by the demands of work and stop prioritizing self-care. Our goal is to provide an escape from the
stress of residency, inside and outside the hospital, to promote mental and physical health of the residents. Social distancing
has been a stress on everyone, but we are learning new ways to connect and look forward to another year of baking, pumpkin
carving, and promoting friendly competition. It’s time for Slytherin’s come back!
Einstein offers FREE access to all employees to our personal assistance program, Carebridge (800-437-0911). This service is
completely confidential! As always, you can also reach out to your Chiefs, PDs and APDs!
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